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NATIONAL 
RESPONSE 
TOBISEX 
PARTY AD 

"Bisexuals have more choice 
than either the heteros or the 
homos, we enjoy sex with both,'' 
Gary told BARB at an AC/DC 
party in San Francisco recently. 

He was hosting a bisexual party, 
a new "thing" that started with a 
BARB ad and is causing excite
ment throughout the nation. 

Most everyone at the party was 
in their 20's, students, artists, and 
a few professionals. It was about 
50-50 between males and females, 
gays and straights. Bisexualinter
est seemed to drag when a trans
vestite arrived with an older group 

, (many from the straight SFL). 
Bored, several younger bi

sexuals started to leave. Gary 
(the host) stopped one fellow stu
dent at the door and kissed him, 
presumably goodbye. But, both 

1_.. drifted into the bedroom with a 
- girl between them. That broke , 

the ice. 
Everybody began stripping. 

Some· moved into the bedrooi:n to 
ball, but half stayed in the living 
room just grooving, dancing, and 
being freer than ever. 

"I used a BARB ad to reach 
males and females, and both 
heteros and homos, but those at
tracted to both sexes," Gary 
told BARB. "Everybody is bio
logically and psychologically bi
sexual, it's our up-tight society 
that restricts our pleasure to one 
way. 

"I was surprised to find people 
writing from all over the country, 
Seattle, st. Louis, Oklahoma, 
Washington, and New York, people 
wanting information on the bi
sexual bit, people grooving on peo-

1 pie, anybody, both sexes, and 
finding they enjoy it more, '' 
Gary explained, 

"I'm having great success using 
the Sexual Freedom League tofind 
bisexuals," Sa 11 y (transvestite) 
told BARB separately, saying she 
has parties every month through 
the SF L just for Bi's. --GP 
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